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We are so grateful to the many generous supporters – 

institutions, corporates and individuals alike – who faithfully 

fund our work, especially in a challenging economic 

climate. A special thanks must go to the two donors who 

financed the renovations to the building, transforming the 

former warehouse into a beautiful and bustling hub for all 

Common Good’s activities.

At the beginning of 2018, Klaas Van Mill took over from 

Sarah Binos as CEO of Common Good. Klaas has expertly 

steered Common Good through a season of change 

and laid important groundwork for future growth. I am 

tremendously grateful to him, the leadership team and 

staff, for their dedication: development work is tough and 

this team does it with remarkable skill and energy! Finally, 

I want to extend my thanks to the Board, whose expertise 

and passion have guided Common Good so well this year.

I am optimistic about Common Good’s ambitious plans 

for wider reach in the years to come and am looking 

forward to the journey we’ll take to get there.

Ryan Ter Morshuizen 
Chairman of the Board

In 2018, the growth in each of Common Good’s 

programmes has seen us living the dream to impact Cape 

Town strategically in key areas affected by social injustice.

Our programmes, though varied, share a deep desire to 

unlock intrinsic human potential and create opportunities 

for individuals to thrive. In the past year the Early Life 

programme has gained traction, moving from a research 

phase into promising partnerships and programme 

development. The Education team has added new schools 

to our Collaboration Schools network, bringing valuable 

resources, better teaching and improved learning 

environments to over 2000 learners. Our Employment 

initiative, The Zanokhanyo Network has provided work 

readiness training for over 800 unemployed people and 

connected 84% to meaningful employment opportunities. 

And, the Congregational Support team has spurred us 

all on towards lifestyles that are increasingly responsive to 

social justice issues in our every day lives.

Common Good’s move to a new premises in October 

paved the way for even greater impact in the future. It is 

also an example of the wonderful provision we have seen 

for the organisation this year. 
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Stories of hope and possibility

Everyone enjoys a good story – particularly a good news story. We love 

hearing of people who have overcome the odds, seized an opportunity to 

change their lives, or been helped in some significant way by those around 

them. Possibility and opportunity are powerful catalysts in stories like these. 

But sadly, for many in our country, they’re in short supply. Continued inequality 

traps people in cycles of poverty, severely limiting opportunities and slowly 

eroding hope for a brighter future. 

At Common Good, we’re passionate about changing this narrative. All our 

teams – whether they’re focussing on early life, education, employment 

or church support – are working towards reigniting hope and creating 

opportunities for men, women and children to reach their God-given 

potential. We do this by nurturing infants and their caregivers, by providing 

better education in non-fee paying schools, by preparing people for work 

and helping them find a job, and by mobilising and equipping the local 

church to live justly as they respond to the needs of their community.  

In 2018, as the scale of our initiatives increased, we worked on consolidating 

systems and structures to better support our teams. We also set out to 

strengthen our monitoring and evaluation mechanisms, which gives 

us a more accurate measure of our work and allows us to provide our 

many stakeholders with more detailed and meaningful reporting. These 

improvements have laid a firm foundation for future growth, accountability 

and impact. 

In October, Common Good moved to new offices in Observatory. This 

brought all our programmes, including our employment initiative, The 

Zanokhanyo Network, under one roof. Having a shared base has contributed 

to a cohesive and positive working culture, and the central location has 

enabled us to reach even further into the city.  

We could not do this work – and everything that you read in this annual 

report – without the generous support of many individuals, donors and 

partner organisations. We’re so grateful to all those who volunteer, pray, give 

financially and cheer us on. Thank you! 

Together we are shifting the trajectories of lives across our city and even 

further afield.

Klaas van Mill
CEO

COMMON GOOD’S WORK ACROSS CAPE TOWN IN 2018

Common Good’s vision is for a society where 
individuals, communities and The Church 
are living and acting justly, so that those 
marginalised by injustice are transformed 
and flourishing physically, spir itually, 
economically and socially, all for the glory 
of God.

OUR MISSION 

We exist to create opportunities for people to realise 

their full God-given potential by:

1. Addressing injustices in early life, education and 

employment that impede the development of 

marginalised people;

2. Inspi r ing, mobi l is ing and equipping church 

communities to engage with and respond to injustices 

that perpetuate inequality and human suffering.

ABOUT COMMON GOODINTRODUCTION

Above: Work Readiness graduates celebrate 
the completion of the three-week course. For 
many, this is the first certificate they have ever 
received.

Above: Renovations to our new office in 
Observatory, which includes flexible training 
rooms and meeting spaces for our various 
initiatives.

Above: Common Good coaches work 
alongside educators - providing support, 
feedback and instruction, to improve 
teaching and learning outcomes in at-risk 
schools.
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EARLY LIFE

“It’s hard for moms out there – they lack 

support and often don’t have a place to 

go. We really want to be a safe space 

where they can come and play with their 

little ones, enjoy conversation with other 

moms, get informed and connected to 

people who can help.”

– Congregant and Early Life champion, 

Bay City Church

“The research is truly ground-breaking in terms of ministry. I have learned 

a lot … about your way of thinking and your strategy and initiatives for the 

way forward. I hope that we can form a working group or network to … go 

from strength to strength in ministry by, for and with little children.” 

– Nioma Venter, PSD Diaconia
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Research report 
downloads from our 

website

900+

Church-hosted 
Research Feedback 
events, with over 300 

attending

Congregations from 
various denominations 

engaging further 

8

12

Above: Our research report, The 

Church’s role in the supporting 

human development in the First 

Thousand Days is available for 

download on our website at  

www.commongood.org.za

The first thousand days of a child’s life, from conception 
to two years old,  is a critically sensitive period of rapid 
growth and change. This window of development sets the 
foundation for a child to reach his or her potential.

Optimal development depends on the availabil ity of supportive and 

nurturing environments in the earliest months and years of a child’s life. 

Our Early Life team works to mobilise churches to use their unique resources 

and strengths to make a significant impact in the lives of children during 

this phase. 

RESEARCH PUBLICATION AND REPORTING 

In February, we published our research into the contribution that the 

local church can make in support of the First Thousand Days (FTD). The final 

report followed a year of robust research which engaged a wide variety of 

stakeholders, from church pastors and denominational leaders, to laity, NGO 

practitioners, and experts in the field of FTD. Nearly 200 participants took part 

in the research process, which included workshops, interviews, an online 

survey, and a literature review.

Eight research feedback events were held at churches across the city, with 

over 300 attending. Our findings were received with enthusiasm and we were 

subsequently invited to present in forums across the country. These included 

the SALT Alliance (made up of sixteen Faith-Based Organisation and NGO 

leaders from across South Africa), the Western Cape Association of Infant 

Mental Health (WCAIMH), Western Cape synod and parish representatives 

from the Anglican Church of Southern Africa, and the NG Kerk General Synod 

ECD Task Team.

WORKSHOPS AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Following our report sessions, numerous churches were eager to explore 

practical ways in which their congregation could become more FTD friendly. 

In August we hosted a workshop attended by task teams from 12 churches 

and we continue to journey with them as they build caring communities of 

support for families and caregivers. 

We also embarked on a  resource development plan, focusing on scalable, 

church-led initiatives. These included the creation of a comprehensive home 

visiting intervention, book sharing pilot groups in partnership with Mikhulu 

Trust, and discipleship tools, among others.  

4 5
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

EDUCATION
“Our kids, out there, in the streets – they need a place of safety, 

a safe haven. When they are here they are sheltered from the 

harsh realties that they face. They can come to the school and 

realise, ‘Here’s the place that I can be something else, I can be 

better’. It doesn’t have to be a gang or whatever. They can strive 

for something else, when they are here.”

– Mr Lambrechts, Silikamva High, Imizamo Yethu, Hout Bay

Common Good is determined that all children should have 
access to excellent education, no matter what community 
they grow up in. 

We have committed to work with non-fee paying schools within the public 

education system through the Collaboration Schools project, while also 

supporting targeted literacy interventions at partner schools.  

COLLABORATION SCHOOLS

As a school operating partner, our approach to improving learner outcomes 

involves partnering with school governors, leaders, teachers, learners and 

parents to address systemically the challenges that perpetuate the injustices 

still present in the South African education sector. We believe that people are 

the solution to the complex problems experienced in school systems and are 

passionate about collaboration and the professional development of role 

players.  

Our vision is for every learner within our school network to have the opportunity 

to achieve above grade level expectations and a bachelor pass for matric. 

A GROWING NETWORK OF SCHOOLS  

In 2018, our school network grew to include Disa Primary in Bonteheuwel and 

Silikamva High School in Imizamo Yethu, Hout Bay. 

LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE AND ADMIN 

Our leadership development team worked closely with school leaders, 

management teams and school governing bodies to strengthen leadership 

and governance. We also recruited for and appointed key leadership positions 

which brought stability to schools. Our operational team worked with 

leadership and administrative staff to improve school management systems, 

infrastructure and processes. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Common Good’s instructional coaches conducted weekly observation and 

feedback sessions with educators as part of our  professional development and 

coaching programme. This crucial aspect of our work equips teachers with 

practical tools to improve their teaching so that pupils can flourish.

Learners received improved 
instruction in upgraded 

facilities at three schools in 
Hout Bay and Bonteheuwel

2420

Teachers participated in 
professional development 

and coaching programmes

Classroom observation and 
coaching sessions  

Professional development 
and training sessions  

37

940

44

76
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Foundation phase 
learners received  

one-on-one reading 
support at two schools 
through Shine Literacy

68

Literacy 
improvement at 

Kewtown Primary

Reduction in the 
number of at-risk 

learners in Grade 2
at Kleinberg Primary

38%

82%

9

We also work through supplementary support partners to enable literacy 

programmes for foundation phase learners. These are volunteer-driven 

interventions, that provide weekly one-on-one reading support for at-risk 

learners. 

KEWTOWN PRIMARY 

In 2018, the Shine Literacy programme, with a dedicated team of 39 

volunteers, continued to offer support to Grade 2 and Grade 3 learners 

at Kewtown. A 38% improvement was recorded in the literacy rate of 42 

learners.   

KLEINBERG PRIMARY 

At Kleinberg in Ocean View, 45 learners participated in literacy 

programmes, supported by 30 volunteers. Shine learners benefitted from 

over 1300 one-on-one literacy sessions during the year, reducing the 

number of Grade 2 learners at r isk from 33% to 6%. Assessment reports 

show that the Shine learners’ l iteracy improved from an average of 31% 

to an average of 58%.

LITERACY“The skills that I have now, it’s honestly not what I had 

when I came out of college. It’s all skills that I got while 

being coached (through) professional development 

and the techniques we were taught. That for me has 

been an amazing journey. We have so many teachers 

that go abroad - I was also considering that myself, but 

with this experience that I’ve gained, I’d rather stay here 

and enrich my own country.”

– Miss Situkutezi, Disa Primary, Bonteheuwel

98
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

“Now that I am working, my life has changed, and 

I am no longer looking down on myself. I was so 

happy and relieved to find employment and now I 

am able to help my family that took very good care 

of me when I couldn’t take care of myself.”

– Vuyokasi

“I love my job. Even when I face difficult 

situations. I tell myself, stay positive, 

be hopeful and available. Look for 

experience not just money, and show  

up no matter how you feel.”

– Nelisiwe

“The hotel guests speak different languages 

so sometimes they are difficult to understand. 

I have learned to write everything down and  

I am not afraid to ask questions when I need to.”

– Unathi

Work Readiness 
Graduates

840

(84%) 
Connected to 

meaningful 
opportunities

Training sites across  
Cape Town

704

9
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Common Good’s employment initiative, The Zanokhanyo 
Network (TZN), offers a  transformative work readiness course 
that empowers the unemployed with the confidence, skills and 
resources they need to obtain meaningful work. Our placement 
team also works to connect graduates to opportunities, 
including employment, internships and ongoing studies.  

WORK READINESS 

In 2018, our new mobile training model allowed us to reach more communities, 

further afield. We offered our three-week work readiness course at nine sites: 

Dunoon, Epping, Heideveld, Imizamo Yethu, Mfuleni, Strandfontein, Sybrand Park, 

Wynberg and Observatory. In total, 840 people graduated from the programme 

and 84% (704 graduates) were connected to meaningful opportunities.

We also established an exciting partnership with S.A.U.C.E (South African 

Unique Culinary Experience) in Hout Bay, where our work readiness course 

is a prerequisite for their barista training programme. Nearly 95% of Sauce 

graduates have gone on to find work – an extraordinarily high placement rate 

in this competitive industry. 

GRADUATE WORKSHOPS AND EXPOSURE EVENTS 

To further equip our graduates for the workplace, we continued to offer 

industry-specific skills training as a ‘next step’ for those who had completed 

the work readiness course. Graduates could sign up for a more advanced 

Computer Skills, Customer Experience and a fully-accredited Hospitality 

course. We also hosted exposure events, where guest speakers gave deeper 

insight into their sector and attendees were invited to submit job applications.  

LANGA COMMUNITY FELLOWSHIP  

In 2018, we celebrated our ten year anniversary on Mandela Day. In keeping 

with the 67-theme of the day, Common Good and Common Ground Church 

staff, TZN graduates and our generous sponsor, E-Hire, joined forces to turn 

67-hundred (6700) slices of bread into 3350 sandwiches for the community.  

TZN has had a close connection with Langa for many years. Over time 

graduates met and formed a fledgling fellowship. By the end of 2018, this 

had grown into a bigger, more established church community, laying the 

foundation for a future Common Ground congregation.

Above: Vuyokasi, Unathi and Nelisiwe (pictured left to right) were permanently 

hired after job shadowing at The Cape Cadogan boutique hotel
10
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

CONGREGATIONAL SUPPORT

“I think it’s the most wonderful programme. Sometimes I would walk 

away from a morning at TZN feeling a bit despondent about the students’ 

futures. However, what I did realize, and what I think is so central to the 

success of TZN, is how much the course grows each student’s confidence 

and empowers them to be proactive and take charge of their life.” 

– Lucy Hope-Bailie, Volunteer

“Restitution is not just for the ‘impoverished’ – 

it’s for everyone. Our colleagues, friends, family 

and neighbours. We all have a role to play in 

the process and are all equally valuable and 

important in achieving it.”  

– Justice Journey participant 

Our Congregational Support team seeks to catalyse a growing 
number of Christ-followers to individually and collectively 
respond to issues of justice in their own lives, neighbourhoods 
and their greater community. 

We do this by:

• Training and equipping Social Justice Ministry (SJM) teams in church 

congregations to contribute to discipleship of congregants, respond 

to neighbourhood need and opportunity and to build bridges towards 

Common Good’s EEE initiatives; 

• Developing topical discipleship tools that small groups and individuals 

can use to inform their lifestyle response to everyday justice issues; 

• Serving church leaders and preachers with resources and equipping 

events; 

• Creating and coordinating Common Good volunteer opportunities.  

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

In 2018 we created a Living Social Justice podcast channel which features 

interviews and discussions on various issues, from diversity to unemployment. 

Towards the end of the year, we created online materials focussing on 

Christmas – the first of many resources aimed at helping Christ-followers to 

connect their faith to issues of justice.  

CHURCH-BASED MINISTRY  

Our team works closely with nine SJM teams in Common Ground Church. 

In partnership with these teams we facilitated five Justice Journey courses, 

which were attend by 114 congregants. We also hosted two events aimed at 

exposing Common Ground elders and staff to Common Good’s work across 

the city.  Each SJM team ran events, hosted conversations and made progress 

integrating justice into the life of the congregation. 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMME 

2018 also saw the launch of a our new volunteer programme, which aims to 

create opportunities for individuals, groups and corporates to get involved in 

our work.

Volunteer opportunities included:

• Assisting work readiness students at The Zanokhanyo Network with CV 

writing, interview preparation, and applying for jobs online; 

• Education Saturdays where volunteers assisted in covering books for the 

library at Disa Primary; 

• Shine Literacy where volunteers journey with children in grades 2 and 3 to 

improve their literacy skills. 

Podcasts on the new 
Living Social Justice 

channel

20

Books covered by 73 
volunteers for the new 
library at Disa Primary

Volunteers mobilised toward 
social justice 

Justice Journey 
course participants 

Social Justice Ministry 
teams served at Common 

Ground Church

3693

123

114

9
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The financial year, which ended on 31 
December 2018, saw a significant increase 
in total income and in programme investment 
for Common Good. 

The performance of the fundraising team and 

management during the year has been good in a difficult 

South African fundraising environment. Total income for 

the year was R30,3m (2017 R18,4m). A donation of R5.6m 

from The Goodwill Community Foundation is recorded 

as a once-off capital contribution towards lease 

hold improvements in our new offices in Observatory. 

Most notably, the Collaboration Schools donor group 

contributed R13m to our Education initiative.

Interest income amounted to R275 000 (2017 R63 000).  

We were able to end the year with a surplus of R2,2m - 

most of which will be invested in our programmes in 2019. 

Our ongoing reserves are still below where they should be, 

with just over two months of salary cover in the bank.

Ensuring we serve the needs of our beneficiaries is our 

highest priority. We are proud that 85% of our revenue 

is spent on our programmes, whilst Fundraising and 

Administrative costs represent 6% and 9% respectively. 

The year end financials show that Common Good 

continues to have a relatively good financial position, 

although our vision is always larger than our income.  

Cleophas Wamambo (CA, SA) 

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES

9%

6%

85%

2018 EXPENDITURE 

BREAKDOWN

Programme Costs

Total Admin Costs

Fundraising Costs

2017 2018

Cost of generating funds

Fundraising and publicity R843 200 R1 281 139 $96 711 £72 596

Total cost of generating funds R843 200 R1 281 139 $96 711 £72 596

Investments/expenditure

Programmes R15 778 184  R19 490 623 $1 471 312 £1 104 435

Management and administration R1 915 426 R2 178 812 $164 475 £123 462

Total investments/expenditure R17 693 610 R21 669 435 $1 635 787 £1 227 897

Assets

Fixed assets R424 474 R5 932 159* $447 808 £336 145

Investments R962 691 R6 464 465 $487 991 £366 308

Cash R512 549 R358 951 $27 097 £20 340

Other receivables R64 886 R880 090 $66 436 £49 870

Total assets R1 964 600 R13 635 665 $1 029 332 £772 663 

Liabilities

Deferred income R0 R3 293 773  $248 641 £186 641

Other payables R451 551 R1 282 741 $96 832 £72 686

Total liabilities R451 551 R4 576 514  $345 473 £259 327

FINANCE

Independent audit conducted by Shrand & 
Ekermans Inc CA(SA) +27 21 762 7833 

US & UK currency has been converted at:  
$1 = 13.2471 & £1 = 17.6476

Annual average foriegn exchange rate for the 
year obtained from oando.com

*Includes new office.
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THANK YOU

Our work is made possible by the faithful support of many 
individual donors, funding organisations and private enterprise. 
We are grateful for their generous contribution and partnership. 

Common Good is an approved public benefit organisation, 
registered in terms of Article 30, section 18A of the ITA No. 58 of 1962.

Department of Social Development NPO registration: 062-229-NPO
Registered NPC: 2006/018059/08

Tax PBO: 930026077

Common Good complies with the SA Independent Code of Governance (governance.org.za)

BOARD MEMBERS
Allan Harlan Gibbon, Ryan Ter Morshuizen (Chairman), Steven Jay Binos, Llewellyn Jones

Mervedi Mpofu Mnikelo 

TZN Graduate 
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